Introduction
Let be R + the set of non-negative reals, N the set of positive integers and (X, d) a complete metric space. Consider the set F of all real functions / : R + R + satisfying the following properties:
(i) / is upper semi-continuous, (ii) / is non-decreasing in each coordinate variables, (iii) /(f) < t for any t > 0.
THEOREM A [1] . Further, w is the unique common fixed point of A, B, 5, T. The intent of the present paper is to improve Theorems A, B with the use of concept of m-weak** commuting pair of mappings, by modifying and extending the definition of weak** commuting mapping introduced in [4] as defined below.
Let S,T : X -> X be continuous. Then S, T have a common fixed point w if and only if there exist two self-mappings A, B of X and a function f € F such that

THEOREM B [2]. Let A,B,S,T be four self mappings of (X,d) such that
for all x 6 X, and m G N.
Clearly, two commuting mappings also commute m-weak**, but not necessarily conversely as it is shown in the following example. 
for any x <E X. But, for any x ^ 0 we have
for all x,y 6 X, m £ N, where f satisfies (i), (ii), (iii). Proof. Let XQ be an arbitrary point of X and XI, XI in X such that
This can be done, since (3.1) holds. According to Fisher [3] , we can inductively define a sequence Letting n -^ oo, we get
which implies Sz = z, by property (iii), and so S m z = z. Now,
Letting n -» oo and using (iii) which implies that the sequence {S m Ax 2n ) converges to Az, as n oo. Using (3.2) and properties (i), (ii), (iii), and observing that {A m+1 x 2n } converges also to Az, one proves that Az = z. As above, one shows that 
which implies Tz = z, by property (iii). Similarly, we can prove that Bz = z and so Tz = Bz = z, we have therefore proved that z is again a common fixed point of A, B, 5, T.
If the mapping B is continuous instead of A, then the proof that z is again a common fixed point of A, B, S,T is similar. Using (3.2) , the uniqueness of z is easily proved. 
d(A(G),B(J)) < f(ma.x{d(S{G),T(J)),d(S(G),A(G)),d(T(J),B(J)), ±[d(S(G),B(J)) + d(T(J),A(G))}}), i.e., d(G,H) < f(max{d(G,G),d(G,G),d(G,H),][d(G,H) + d(G,G)}}),
hence, < /(max{0,0, and ^ < /(^r)' contradiction to the required condition (iii). Similarly 
